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14. International Public Relations
Neoliberal Fixer and Diplomat Without Portfolio

Sue Curry Jansen

There are invisible rulers who control the destinies of millions. It is not
generally realized to what extent the words and actions of our most influ-
ential public men are dictated by shrewd persons operating behind the
scenes.

—Edward Bernays, Propaganda, p. 61

When Edward Bernays, the widely acknowledged "father of public relations,"
wrote these words in 1928, public relations was still in its infancy. Today, most
Americans realize that public life is artfully choreographed by experts in
impression management, and that private corporations mobilize vast resources
in attempts to manipulate public perceptions o f  everything from climate
change to dental floss. PR, spin, and flack have become familiar pejoratives,
and even terms like astroturfmg and greenwashing, drawn from the critical
vocabulary of  propaganda analysis, are migrating into the mainstream. This
migration is so pronounced in Britain that a journalist writing in The Guardian
recently went so far as to assert that "Astroturling is becoming the defining
trope of our times" (Glaser, 2009, p. 7).

Yet paradoxically the public relations industry still remains an "unseen
power" (Cutlip, 1994). Despite self-serving rhetoric valorizing PR as "a
two-way street" committed to openness, transparency, interactivity, stake-
holder involvement, and ethical disclosure, public relations initiatives are
still most effective when they are invisible. "Operating behind the scenes" is
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what makes Bernays's "shrewd persons" so shrewd. When the curtain is
pulled back and the props are exposed, the power of public relations rapid-
ly dissipates.

Americans may realize that PR is now a pervasive presence in their lives.
The negative reputation of the industry, which even PR people acknowledge,
suggests that the public resents its presence. Cultural critics certainly do. They
claim that "spin" erodes the trust in public institutions upon which democ-
racy depends, corrupts language, cultivates cynicism, and creates a climate in
which "truthiness" trumps truth (Keyes, 2004; Manjoo, 2008).

Yet few Americans can actually name a single public relations firm. The
industry's relative invisibility remains intact. Instead, its proxy, partner, and
primary purveyor, "the media," is a visible target for the public's resentment
and disdain for PR. Polls show a precipitous decline over the past 4 decades
in the American public's confidence in  media institutions, even though
Americans are consuming more media than ever (Gallup, 2010). Media may
deserve public distrust, but killing willing messengers does not get to the
source of the problem: the "shrewd persons operating behind the scenes."

Early in the last century, journalist Walter Lippmann (1920) warned that
democracy and journalism are imperiled by the contamination of news and
information at their sources by publicity, press agentry, and propaganda—what
would be widely known a few years later as public relations. Lippmann's
warning was not heeded, and today PR firms are the primary sources of much
of  what now passes as news in America. Estimates of just how much influence
PR has over news content vary. Leon Sigal's classic study, Reporters and
Officials (1973), revealed that almost 60% of the editorial content of The New
York Times and The Washington Post was generated by public relations efforts,
while a more recent (1999) national survey of journalists found that 60% of
responding journalists said they used news releases "all the time" or "often"
(Wilcox, 2004; Tumey, 2002).

Bernays (1923) actually conceived of  public relations as a higher calling
than journalism. Unlike the journalists, Bernays maintained, the "public rela-
tions counselor" is "not merely the purveyor of news; he is more logically the
creator of news" (p. 195; emphasis in original). Creating news is, however, just
a small, although very important, part of the unseen power of the public rela-
tions industry today.

Attempts to fully map those powers are destined to fail because even PR
experts cannot agree on a definition of public relations. One study produced
472 definitions o f  the field (Seitel, 1995). PR scholar-practitioner Kevin
Moloney (2000) claims PR people avoid discussions of what they actually do:
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they resist definitional straightjackets and "play fast and loose with what is PR,
including and excluding purposes and techniques to suit their business pitch-
es and their sense of status" (p. 171). The jargon of specialization facilitates
this play, but also signals the broad range of activities encompassed by PR and
the difficulty of specifying who actually can be classified as a PKpractitioner.
A low-wage employee writing a newsletter for a nonprofit charity is perform-
ing a PR function; so is the unpaid activist rallying support for a human rights
campaign. Indeed PR is now so ubiquitous that all of us who have contact with
the public sometimes find ourselves performing PR functions for our employ-
ers. Yet such efforts are very far removed from the high-stakes PR work done
by strategic communications advisors to presidents, prime ministers, and
CEOs of major transnational corporations p e r  Bernays, supra, the "invisible
rulers who control the destinies o f  millions" (or who mobilize formidable
resources in attempts to do so).

The Fixers
My analysis focuses on the latter: the "invisible" or quasi-visible, big-stakes
international players who negotiate and blur the boundaries between public
and private interests. They are the "fixers" who use whatever legally defensi-
ble measures are necessary to remove obstacles that stand in the way of their
clients' political or economic agendas (Thrift, 1987, p. 203). Some operate
under the broad umbrellas of the large global firms such as Weber Shandwick,
Edelman, Hi l l  Sc Knowlton, Ogilvy, and Porter Novelli, while others work
within more specialized firms such as The Rendon Group and DCI. They per-
form a wide array of services, including familiar textbook practices such as news
management, strategic use of language to frame issues, branding, third-party
endorsements by "thought leaders," surveys and push polls, networking, cri-
sis management, reputation building or repair, internal corporate communi-
cation strategies to promote workers' allegiance, and the like. However, these
firms also provide more intuitive, ad hoc responses to the less predictable, "per-
formative' nature of the globalized economy—improvisations that can cope
with what Nigel Thrift (2005, p. 78) describes as "the order of the moment
and the crafting of  the moment."

Global public relations industries cultivate public receptivity to market val-
ues, neoliberal policies and practices, and the commercialization of everyday
life by equating these values with rationality, prosperity, freedom, and happi-
ness. The industry also performs what might be called "intelligence services"
to defend the immediate interests of their clients as well as neoliberal policies
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and practices more generally. That is, highly skilled PR operatives identify, mom,
itor, and work to counter, disable, displace, or censor organized forms of resist-
ance to their clients' agendas. PR 2.0 performs these and additional functions::
on the Internet. For example, during the 2010 oil disaster in the Gulf  of
Mexico, BP, the company responsible for the oil spill, purchased several phras:,
es on search engines such as Google and Yahoo so that the first result that
appeared directed news seekers to the company's official website, which car,.
ried the tagline on the top of the page: "Learn more about how BP is help-.
ing" (Friedman, 2010).

Understanding the development o f  international public relations helps.
explain the resilience of contemporary capitalism as well as many of the organ-
ized global pressures displacing Keynesian liberalism with neoliberalisrit By
neoliberalism, I mean the loose set of beliefs that maintain that "the only legit:.
imate purpose of the state is to safeguard individual, especially commercial, lib-:
erw, as well as strong private property rights" (Thorsen 8c Lie, n.d.). Or, to
put i t  more succinctly, neoliberals profess faith in market fundamentalismi:•:
While this approach has a long lineage going back to the philosophies of John
Locke and Adam Smith, the immediate roots of its present, extreme form are
located in the Thatcher-Reagan neo-conservative revolutions of the 1970s and
1980s,

Overview

SUE CURRY JANSEN1::::!

This chapter examines the structures, objectives, and practices o f  interna-
tional public relations firms with particular emphasis on their global expansion
and penetration in recent decades. I explore die role these firms play in culti-
vating and sustaining neoliberalism using public relations industry literature
and the websites of the major international PR firms as my primary data. While
public relations company websites are designed to do PR for PR firms t o  pres-
ent the firms' services in the best possible light—the sites themselves are still
quite revealing because they function as a prime resource for marketing PR
services to prospective clients. Global expansion and conglomeration in the PR
industry have significantly amplified the powers and profitability of PR, but size
has also increased the visibility o f  major firms and—to some extent—their
accountability. I  argue that this increased visibility, combined with the vast
potential that Internet tools provide for tracking PR activities, presents criti-
cal communication scholars with unprecedented research opportunities.
Moreover, I  maintain that critical PR research can contribute to the media
reform movement by affirming the values of  strong democracy as well as by
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acting as a means o f  resistance to the explosive growth o f  what comedian
Stephen Colbert calls "truthiness."

Economic Advocacy
In 1959, labor journalist Bert Cochran described "the businessman's intel-
lectual reconquest of America," after capitalism reached its nadir during the
New Deal, as "a more remarkable achievement than his reassertion of long
exercised power after World War 1" (Cochran, quoted by Fones-Wolf, 1994,
p. 285). We now know that this reconquest was the culmination of a long cam-
paign of economic advocacy that began as early as 1934 when the DuPont
brothers began to mobilize their considerable resources to take back control
of America (Phillips-Fein, 2009). What took place in the 1970s was the cumu-
lative result of public relations campaigns undertaken over several decades by
business associations, publications, foundations, and think tanks to restore and
expand economic fundamentalism in Anglo-American spheres of influence and
export it to the rest of the world.

Viewed in isolation, the PR industry seems ineffectual. Alan Rancher
(1968) and Richard Tedlow (1979) draw that conclusion, yet both authors
seem troubled by nagging convictions that PR is more potent than their case
studies can establish, When, however, PR is analyzed as a crucial node, a
fixer, within the broader regime of elite power, its crucial importance becomes
apparent. I t  is an overt exercise of class power a  means of "protecting cor-
porate power against democracy" (Carey, 1995, p. 18).

That stating this simple, unvarnished, empirical fact can stir considerable
contention, especially in the United States, demonstrates how successful busi-
ness advocacy has been in capturing American hearts and minds. I t  is also symp-
tomatic o f  how much violence has been done to language in the process.
Through the alchemy of its Orwellian inversions, corporate PR has managed
to attach negative interpersonal sanctions to discussions of social class. In some
circles, i t  is considered impolite, impolitic, demeaning, passé or even un-
American. "Class warfare" is a practice in which corporate elites have consis-
tently been engaged since the DuPont brothers, Irenee, Lammot and Pierre,
heirs to the chemical corporation fortune, fired the first shots in 1934 with their
funding of  the Liberty League in opposition to New Deal social programs.
Corporate PR, however, has converted "class warfare" into an illicit term in
order to silence demands for social justice. Similarly, corporate PR has spun
the term "elite" to refer not to the super-rich who prevail under the system
of neoliberalism but to those well-educated people, primarily academics, who
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pursue careers governed by professional standards or codes of ethics that arc
less subject to the discipline of market fundamentalism. Their deployment of
"elite" has added anti-intellectual elasticity to assault any expertise that might
obstruct the corporate agenda, be it in public policy debates on environmen-
talism, climatology, medicine, engineering, and other areas.

The premises underlying PR's extended campaigns to sustain corporate
hegemony are quite essentially anti-democratic. Corporate PR is a hierarchi-
cally ordered, monological form of instrumental communication that active-
ly seeks to muffle, negatively code, de-legitimize, or covertly censor views that
question, criticize, or contest its claims. I t  may be one of  the purest forms--
even the exemplar—of what Jtirgen Habermas (1990) calls repressive com-
munication. That is, PR erodes the grounds for open, rational, reciprocal
discourse. Basic criteria for the exercise of democratic authority include "leg-
ibility" and "visibility" (Sennett, 1980). PR fails on both counts.

Mapping the Corporate Conquest
of  American Hearts and Minds
Tracking the influences of invisible powers is a difficult but by no means impos-
sible task. I t  is easier to do today than ever before. The Internet provides
access to a wealth o f  resources previously unavailable to researchers, most
notably for purposes here the records of the U.S. Foreign Agents Registry Act
(FARA). Although PR is largely unregulated, FARA requires lobbyists acting
on behalf of foreign governments in the United States to register with the
Department of Justice. FARA was instituted in 1938 as a direct result of the
international intrigues of PR pioneer Ivy Lee, who played fast and loose simul-
taneously with Hider's and Stalin's respective propaganda machines (Kunczik,
2003). FARA records, long unavailable to the public, went online in 2007.

PR firms themselves have also changed as they have globalized, In efforts
to increase their efficiency, reach, and penetration and to amplify their pow-
ers, they may have inadvertently made some of their activities easier to track,
inasmuch as size attracts attention from regulatory agencies, business media,
investors, and business research companies. For transnational communication
corporations, including PR firms, the 1980s and 1990s were periods of unpar-
alleled growth, accompanied by mergers, acquisitions, and the creation of vast
conglomerates. In effect, communication companies reinvented the way they
do business.

The largest o f  these entities, the Omnicom Group, is, for example, a
huge financial holding agency, housing traditional media advertising compa-
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customer relationship management companies, and  publ ic relations.
Omnicom's Public Relations/Public Affairs holdings include three of the top
seven public relations firms in  the world, including Fleishman-Hilliard,
Ketchum, and Porter Novelli, as well as specialist PR agencies, including
Brodeur, Clark 8c Weinstock, Gavin Anderson 8c Company, and Cone
(Omnicom Group, 2010).

The next largest conglomerate, the WPP Group, includes J. Walter
Thompson Group, Hil l  8c Knowlton, Ogilvy, Young and Rubicam, Burson-
Marsteller, and many other communication companies throughout the world.
WPP is the biggest advertising agency in China, with 36% of total billings, India
(56%), and Thailand (39%). I t  also has a strong and growing presence in the
Asia-Pacific region, the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, and Eastern
Europe (Morals, 2008). The collapse of the Soviet Union was followed by a
rapid expansion of global PR firms. Among the largest, Ogilvy had 160 offices
by 2007, Weber Shandwick had 121, Hill 8c Knowlton had 99, Porter Novelli
had 89, Ketchum had 68, and Golln-Harris had 43.

There are still large independent PR firms: billings for the top three in
2009 were Edelman, over $440 million; APCO Worldwide, over $100 mil-
lion; and Ruder Finn Group, over $89 million (O'Dwyer's, 2010). The inde-
pendents do not, however, compare in scale with the large, networked,
integrated communication corporations. Omnicom had billings of $29.4 bil- •
lion in 2008 (McClellan, 2009), and WPP posted billings for 2009 o f  $37.9
billion, with revenues of $8.6 billion (WPP, 2010).

Big conglomerates also house many smaller, specialized "boutique" com-
munications operations. They can easily spin off shadow boutiques to under-
take less savory work from which the holding companies may want to distance
themselves: for  example, work undertaken for state intelligence agencies,
drumming up support for war, ensuring re-elections of unpopular leaders, or
undermining human rights NGOs (Carlisle, 1993). In  short, 21st-century
global communication conglomerates now provide "one stop shopping" for
all business advocacy needs: research, intelligence, advertising, PR, old and new
media production, lobbying, legal representation, and more. The boundaries
separating lobbying, media punditry, and partisan think tanks from PR are now
almost indistinguishable. Some well-known figures regularly commute between
these practices, simultaneously collecting paychecks from multiple propagan-
da masters (Jones, 2010).

One o f  the most famous examples is Mark Penn, CEO o f  Burson-
Marsteller, also president of his own polling company, Penn, Schoen 8c Berland
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Associates, member of the New Policy Institute think tank, columnist for The
Wall Street journal, and former advisor to President Bill Clinton and Prime
Minister Tony Blair. Penn served as Hillary Clinton's top presidential campaign
strategist until April 2008 when he resigned after The Wall Street Journal l
reported he had met with the Colombian government to promote a free
trade deal that the Clinton campaign opposed. Thanks to structural changes
in the communication industry generally, scholarship that uses elite network
and institutional analysis o f  economic advocacy is no longer restricted to a
handful of  critical scholars. I t  now has enough access and analytic power to
track the myriad activities of  today's communication conglomerates.

Knowing Capitalism: Integrated Communications
The emergence of millennial corporate structures has been accompanied by the
development of new management, marketing, and PR theories and practices.
Theories of global business, premised on complexity models, embrace radical.
indeterminacy. I n  Knowing Capitalism (2005), Nigel Thrift examines thoH,
new approaches, which see the world economy as fluid, process oriented, fizzy*,
discursive, full of  uncertainty, tensions, and contradictions, and constituted
multiple interrelated networks of cultures, knowledges, and epistemologies that.:•
cannot be reduced to one master script. Complexity theory requires managers:
to be reflexive, agile, attentive, inventive, and performative—ready to interr
vene in the world to change the script and modify structures.

Business theorists view the world economy as profoundly altered by the';:
end of the Cold War, and postmodern business theory and its accompanying::
practices are conceived as increasingly "constitutive." That is, "the new man,,:
agerial discourse is changing the shape of the world economy as much as the.
changing shape o f  the world economy is changing i t "  (Thrift, 2005, pp„::
29-30). Thrift calls this "soft capitalism." While he recognizes that soft calt
italism retains "hard edges," his project devotes little attention to them.

In contrast, I find that the edges of "knowing capitalism" are much hard-,
er and sharper than Thrift's cultural approach can adequately accommodate.:I
Structural approaches to political economy still matter. The 2008 banking
sis demonstrates that when business theories and practices migrate too far from:,
material moorings, sof t  capitalism becomes a  road map t o  disaster.;.:
Nevertheless, Thrift's cultural analysis offers useful insights into the worldvick:
of soft capitalists.

Communication industries are the linchpin of the mediatized economy of
knowing capitalism; "integrated communications," "integrated corporate::
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communications" (ICC), and "integrated marketing communications" (IMC)
are the new management-speak and acronyms. Just as corporate entities like
Omnicom, WPP, Interpublic, Havas, and Aegis have become horizontally
and vertically integrated, so too have their operations. Communication func-
tions and processes, like communication organizations and technologies, have
converged, Convergence is seen as both reflecting and generating greater
organizational synergy.

ICC and IMC theorists sound much like CIA reformers in the wake of the
2001 terrorist attacks in the United States. They make frequent references to
individual companies as "silos." Some ICC theorists seek to eliminate "com-
mand and control" management by tearing down the silos to produce greater
efficiency and, o f  course, synergy (Schultz, 1993). Others, such as WPP
Group CEO Sir Martin Sorrell, want to have the option of constructing or
demolishing silos at will as opportunities present themselves—conceived as
"structure morphs, a corporate amoeba changing shape according to the
needs of clients and the demands of the moment" (Morals, 2008, p. 1). To
attract rival brands such as Unilever and Procter 8c Gamble under WPP's big
tent, Sorrell promises insular silos, but also easy access to the services of  its
many other companies. Sorrel  exemplifies the new management style o f
knowing capitalism.

Soft capitalism is currently tearing down the silo that has long separated
advertising and public relations (Ries 8c Ries, 2002). Christopher Graves •
("Public Relations," 2010, p, 2), head o f  Ogilvy PR, says: " I t  may be indis-
tinguishable at some point where one ends and the other begins." PR is
expected to grow while advertising declines for a number of reasons: (1) the
results of PR are easier to measure; (2) the rise of the Internet, social media,
and blogging have proven fertile ground for the "unseen" powers o f  PR,
because they facilitate forms of "information laundering" that advertising can
never achieve; (3) the 2008 economic crisis has refueled engines of econom-
ic advocacy as well as stimulated the market for reputation management and
repair; and (4) the decline o f  journalism has been especially good for PR
("Public Relations," 2010).

Because there are fewer journalists and media outlets, journalists are now
more dependent than ever on PR sources. The new media landscape also allows
PR to bypass journalism entirely by posting news releases directly on websites
("Public Relations," 2010). I t  can be said without exaggeration that PR is
replacing journalism as the primary source of  information in some content
areas, especially consumerism, health, and lifestyle information, as the work-
forces in PR grow and journalism declines. In 1980, the ratio of PR profes-
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sionals to journalists was about 5 to  4; by 2008, i t  was about 9 to  2.5;•
(McChesney 8c Nichols, 2010, p. 49).

The economic forecast for PR is bright. I t  is weathering the Great..
Recession surprisingly well; public relations in the United States grew 4%
2008 and 3% in 2009 to $3.7 billion, with increasing investments in digital PR(.:;;
conversely, advertising contracted by 3% in 2008 and 8% in 2009. Spending):
on PR in America is expected to exceed $8 billion by 2013 ("Public Relations,,
2010). Global expansion of PR is being driven by the nonprofit sector:
ernments, organizations such as the United Nations and the European:,
Commission, as well as NG0s, think tanks, and issues-oriented trade associlM
adons (Falconi, 2006)—with public affairs and digital media as the fastestq

growing specialties. A  2009 survey o f  22 countries indicated that 

growing PR markets (ICCO, 2009).
The role of PR has changed in the complex new world of soft capitalismA

"We used to be the tail wagging the dog," says Richard Edelman, CEO
Edelman PR, but now, PR is "the organizing principle behind many business?
decisions" ("Public Relations," 2010, p. 1). PR functions today as "the curt:::A
ting edge of corporate power" (Miller 8c Dinan, 2008, p. 1). I t  is also fre;:f).?
quently a cutting edge of state power and of neoliberal mergers of corporatei'
and state power.

Ryszard Lawniczak (2007, p. 378) examines the ways that PR strategies
and instruments are used "to promote, and sometimes impose certain politl‘cy•:"
cal and socio-economic models of market economy" He maintains -that the.::
United States has been the primary global player, but recently China has alSci:
been attempting to "sell" its authoritarian fast-growth model to both formetN
socialist/communist countries as well as to developing nations.

What this means is that affiliated companies of the integrated communii:•.:::?,
cation conglomerates are, in effect, fighting a new, unreported, political
economic "cold war." Within the allied companies, silos can be collapsed
erected as needed to launch battles, open new fronts, declare victories, cut
es, and the like, as "war profiteering" takes on a whole new meaning. I t  is a:,:•:f:1;

win-win situation for the holding companies, as vast sums of public/state fundsare transferred f i tm  both the United States and China into private handsCompanies as well as nations can become targets in the new warfare,•as

China's 2010 battle with Googie illustrates. Moreover, PR war and cyberwat

which can do material damage to infrastructures of nations and corporations,seem to be merging. PR warriors and diplomats without portfolios can opets-;.:::

ate with impunity, playing two ends against the middle. Freed of conflict ofN
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interest regulations and state loyalties, which regulate and constrain actions of
legitimately constituted diplomats and national armies, PR fixers are agile
performers who can invent and exploit the fuzzy realities of soft capitalism.

PR has already made significant throads into official U.S. diplomatic ini-
tiatives, especially in public diplomacy, which targets public opinion in other
countries. It has become a lucrative source of government contracts. Billionaire
Peter G. Peterson, co-founder of  The Blackstone Group, President Richard
Nixon's Secretary of Commerce, former CEO of Lehman Brothers, and for-
mer Chairman of the Federal Reserve and the Council on Foreign Relations,
led the effort to completethe neoliberat transition in a widely circulated arti-
cle in the Financial Times (2003) advocating "privatizing public diplomacy."

PR as an "Organizing Principle"
o f  "Soft Capitalism"
Visitors from another planet reading public relations textbooks or PR company
websites could come away from the experience with the impression that PR
is planet Earth's center for ethics and global social justice. Textbook writers
earnestly emphasize ethical practices, lament critics' neglect of  the good PR
does, and extol PR's promise as an agent for social justice. Some even retro-
spectively claim the emergence of democracy, abolition of slavery, women's suf-
frage, and the Civil Rights Movement as PRvictories (Cutlip, 1995; Coombs.
8c Holladay, 2007). Similarly, PR agency websites highlight social responsibility,
philanthropy, sustainability, and disaster relief.

Thrift is hopeful that a new emphasis on ethics in business schools and
professional seminars, along with realistic assessments of and responses to the
challenges posed by global movements seeking alternatives to  neoliberal-
ism—Seattle 1999, the World Social Forum, and similar initiatives—could pro-
duce new, more humane forms of soft capitalism. While I hope he is right, I
see little evidence to support this optimism in the field of international PR. In
recent years, half of the top ten PR firms have been publicly implicated in scan-
dals. While PR professional associations do censure the bad behaviors of their
members, only one in seven PR practitioners belongs to these associations
(McCusker, ad.). In my view, PR textbook authors and web designers, like
Shakespeare's Player Queen, "cloth protest too much."

Digging deeper into the hypertext of PRwebsites, it becomes apparent that
the industry is actually selling the "organizing principle" of  soft capitalism.
Edelman Public Affairs, for example, offers clients "the insights they need to
shape policy at the global level and to navigate the intricacies of  local goy-
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ernments." It "help[s] clients forge relationships with third-parties, NGOs and
sovereign governments to achieve their economic and political objects"
(Edelman, 2010). Profiles of Edelman's "strategic" public affairs consultants
indicate that, under soft capitalism, the revolving doors among government,
think tanks, corporations, political parties, and PR firms not only spin freely,
but in some cases remain open, as key figures simultaneously hold positions
in partisan think tanks, advise on policy issues, consult on domestic and for-
eign political campaigns, appear as issues experts on television, and hold key
positions at Edelman. The firm's strategic players include former Reagan,
Clinton, and Bush White House advisors and staff members, policy advisors
and speech writers, a former U.S. ambassador to the U.N., a former ambas-
sador to NATO, die European Union, and Spain, the chief strategist for the
Kerry-Edwards presidential campaign, and a senior advisor to the Gore cam
paign, as well as campaign advisors to former Prime Minister Maud Barak of
Israel and the British Labour Party during the parliamentary elections o f
2001 and 2005. Additionally, Edelman included former advisors to Donald
Rumsfeld, Newt  Gingrich, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Rudy Giuliani, and
Michael Dukakis, a principal advisor to the Democratic Leadership Council,
and fellows at the conservative Heritage Foundation and the liberal Center for
American Progress (Edelman, 2010).

The Hill 8c Knowlton Public Affairs website does not profile its key per-
sonnel, but it claims that H8cK has "connections to die people Who matter"•
and the experience and track records needed to help clients cut red tape, neg&
date competitive restrictions and polities as well as the ability to "build trust
with policy makers and even help set and shape the agenda" (Hill 8c Knowlton,
2010). This ability to build trust with policymakers has facilitated covert:\E
working relationships with intelligence agencies (Carlisle, 1993), and it earned
Hill 8c Knowlton a leading role in orchestrating the 1991 Persian Gulf War.
Working on behalf of the Kuwait government in exile, Hi l l  8c Knowlton
famously deceived Congress and the American public with false testimony by
"Nayirah"—the teenage Kuwaiti girl who tearfully testified that she had wit-
nessed Iraqi soldiers remove 15 babies from incubators, leaving them to die
on the cold hospital floor. Investigative reporter John MacArthur (1992)
later revealed that Nayirah was actually the daughter of Kuwait's ambassador
to the United States, with no evidence that she was in Iraq at the time of the
alleged atrocity. Hill 8c Knowlton reportedly received $10.8 million, through
a front group, for its efforts (Stauber 8c Rampton, 1995).

Ruder Finn, which secured a place in history for its role in the Bosnian War
(Johnson, 2002), offers "integrated and strategic programs that educates
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[sic] Members of  Congress, White House officials, State Govei nments, and
the policy media on all legislative and regulatory issues." The firm specializes
in "Daily Interactions with Members of Congress, White House Officials, and
State Governments" as well as "Interacting with Foreign Governments." I t
provides "Thought Leadership Positioning—Providing policy testimony to
Congress" as well as to "Coalition Development/ Grassroots/Grasstops"
and "Advocacy Groups, Trade Associations, Think Tanks, Third Party Groups,
etc." (Ruder Finn, 2010).

The Rendon Group (TRG) specializes in information warfare. Although
it has a storied reputation as a secretive, cloak-and-dagger operation, TRG cur-
rently has a very transparent vvebsite, openly offering "strategic consulting for
the world's most highly exposed commercial, government and military clients"
(The Rendon Group, 20I0b). TRG indicates it has served clients in 97 coun-
tries across Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East for near-
ly 3 decades. Among its many advertised services arc public affairs support,
real-time rapid response, risk analysis, human terrain research and analysis,
which includes "advancing the quality and fidelity of social and cultural mod-
eling in support o f  next generation technology platibrmS for the United
States military," and irregular warfare support, which "assists our government
and military clients in developing new approaches to countering and eroding
adversaries' power, influence and will" (The Rendon Group, 2010a). TRG has
received more than $56 million from the Pentagon for its work in Afghanistan •
and Iraq since 2002. Like Hil l  8c Knowlton, i t  also had contracts with the
Kuwaiti government in the early 1990s. It has been a CIA contractor and rep-
resented the official trade agencies o f  Bulgaria, Russia, and Uzbekistan
(Solomon, 2001).

It is hard to dispute John Feller's (2009, p. 1) claim that PR has become
"war by other means." He contends that:

The PR race is not that different from the arms race. R u s s i a ,  for instance,
recently paid nearly $3 million to Ketchum for a six-month media blitz to pro-
mote the country's leaders and policies. Georgia has retained Public Strategies,
Inc. at $50,000 a month. And the breakaway regions o f  South Ossetia and
Abkhazia have hired Mark Saylor Co. at $30,000 a month. An uptick of spend-
ing on one side will inevitably lead to an increase by the other side, as PR becomes
war by other means. The firms hope the spin they set in motion will, through the
alchemy of the media, turn into "facts" in an editorial, or an op-ed, or even a
reporter's dispatch. (Fetter, 2009, p. 1)

Feller also notes that Mexico hired several firms during NAFTA negotia-
tions, China launched a media campaign around the Hong Kong handover,
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and Saudi Arabia has spent 812 million annually on several firms to convince
the United States that it is a good ally. Recent reports claim that the Chinese
government may employ as many as 280,000 people to troll the Internet and
act as astroturfers promoting government policies and Chinese companies
(Anderson, 2010). China has also launched an ambitious public diplomacy
campaign; this includes a 86.8 billion "global media drive," which, by com-
parison, dwarfs the $750 million that the United States spends annually On
international broadcasting (Dale, 2010).

I f  the PR "arms race" actually culminated in "war by other means," with
money spilling out of state coffers instead of blood spilling out of veins, soft
capitalism might be a step forward in human evolution. But too often PR wars
cover up human rights abuses, glorify tyrants, justify exploitive labor practices,
co-opt NG0s, and undercut campaigns for social justice. And they are, o f
course, frequently preludes to—rather than substitutes for—actual wars.

Coda
Greater transparency, which inevitably means regulation, might take some Of::
the momentum out of the PR "arms race." Waiting for that under a global:,
regime of neoliberalism may be like waiting for Godot. I t  isn't going to hap-
pen . That does not mean that we must concede victory to market funde!,:,:
mentalism. A century ago, muckrakers and gadflies successfully resisted thei:
pervasive powers of corporate robber barons by exposing their excesses in mak.;
azines, newspapers, and books.

The public relations industry was, in fact, created to counter muckraldng;,?,:
Its objective was to "engineer consent" in Order to  "take the risk out of:.::.
democracy" and secure corporate hegemony (Bernays, 1928; Carey, I995),::
Its successes and excesses have surely surpassed even Edward Bernays's wildese
dreams. But PR itself may now be ripe for muckraking.

With journalism struggling to survive, we cannot expect it to take up the:,
challenge. This time around academic researchers who share commitments to
strong democracy are far better positioned to wield the rakes and to do so witft,
greater precision and accuracy than the first generation of muckrakers.

I t  is in their interest to do so, because truth and the authority of knowk,
edge, and the epistemological platforms that support them, are under direct
assault in the PR wars. When reason and profit conflict, as they so often do
today, one can be very sure that PR fixers will not be mobilized to defend.
knowledge.
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